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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we obtain some existence theorems of the variational inequalities as- 
sociated to the perturbed maximal monotone mapping and discuss several surjectivity results for 
perturbed maximal monotone mappings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Variational inequalities, introduced by Hartman, Stampacchia nd Browder, have been devel- 
oped rapidly for nearly thirty years. Variational inequality theory has become a rich source of 
inspiration in pure and applied mathematics, which has not only stimulated new and deep re- 
sults in dealing with nonlinear partial differential equations, but has also provided us a unified 
and general framework for studying many problems arising in mechanics, physics, optimization 
and control, nonlinear programming, engineering sciences, etc.; see [1-4]. In 1988, Shih and 
Tan [5] got some existence results of variational inequalities for multivalued monotone mapping 
and obtained the surjectivity result for multivalued monotone mapping via the variational in- 
equalities. Enlightened by [5], first we study the variational inequalities of sum of a maximal 
monotone mapping T and a T-pseudomonotone mapping To. Next, we discuss the surjectivity 
results of that. We differ from Shih and Tan [5] in proof techniques; the proof in [5] depends 
on the monotonicity of mappings, but the sum of T and To is not monotone. For this reason, 
we cannot get our results from the methods in [5]. The surjectivity results in this paper answer 
affirmatively Browder's open question (see [6, p. 70]): let T : E --* 2 E" be a maximal monotone 
mapping, where E is a reflexive Banach space, E* its dual space. Let To be a bounded finitely 
continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping from E to E*; suppose that T + To is coercive. Is it 
then true that T + To is surjective? There is no need for the separability hypotheses on E in this 
paper, so our surjectivity results are better than the corresponding results of Zhao [7-9]. 
In what follows, let E be a reflexive Banach space, E* its dual space, (., .}, --, and ~ stand for 
the pairing between E and E*, strong and weak convergence of E, respectively. For a multivalued 
mapping T : E -~ 2 E*, we denote D(T) = {z E E; T(x) ~ 0}, R(T) = {w; Vx E D(T) ,  
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w • T(x)},  G(T) = {Ix, w]; Ix, w] • E x E*, x • D(T),  w • T(x)}. We first recall some notions 
which can be seen in [5,6,10,11]. 
DEFINITIONS. A multivalued mapping T : E --+ 2 E• is said to be quasi-bounded i/' t'or each 
M > 0 there exists K(M)  > 0 such that whenever [u, w] lies in the G(T) and Re (w, u) < Mllull, 
Ilull < M,  then IlwlI < K(M) .  A multivalued mapping T : E --~ 2 E" is said to be monotone i/' /'or 
any x, y • D(T),  the inequality Re (w-v ,  x -y )  > 0 holds/'or ali w • T(x),  v • T(y). A monotone 
mapping T is said to be maximal monotone,// 'the inequality Re (w-v ,  x -y )  > 0 (V [y, v] • G( T) ) 
implies x • D(T) and w • T(x).  A single-valued mapping To : E --* E* is said to be T- 
pseudomonotone in Browder's ense [6], i/'/'or V{yj} C E, Yn ~ Y • E and a bounded sequence 
{wj} with wj in T(yj) ,  suppose that l imRe(To(y j ) ,y j  - y) ~ O. Then To(yj) ~ To(y) and 
Re (To(yj), yj - -  y) --* O. Let K be a nonempty subset o/' E, T : K C E - - *  2 E* be a multivalued 
mapping, then the variational inequality problem VIP(T,  K)  is to find Yo • K, wo • T(yo) such 
that Re (w0, x - Y0> -> 0/ 'or  all x • K.  
To state our theorems, we need the following results. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a finite-dimensional Banach space, D be a nonempty closed convex subset 
of F. Suppose that T : D --* 2 F* is an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping satisfying/'or 
each x • D, T(x)  is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of F*, and there exists xo • D 
such that limyeD,Ilyll-*oo infwcT(y) Re (w, y - Xo) > 0. Then VIP(T,  D) has a solution. 
PROOF. For each x • D, let 
M(x)  = {y • D; there exists w • T(y) such that  Re (w, x - y) _> 0}. 
First, we show that  co{x l ,x2 , . . . , x~} C UiL1 M(xi )  for each {x l ,x2 , . . . , x ,~} c D. Indeed, 
n n if z e co{x l ,x2 , . . . ,  x,~}, z -= )-~i=l Aixi, where Ai _> 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n )  and ~':~i=l Ai = 1, but 
n z ~ U~=I M(xi) ,  then for all w C T(z),  Re (w, x~ - z) < 0. Since also 0 = Re (w, z - z) = Re (w - 
~,n__ 1 Aizi) -= ~n_- 1 Ai Re (w, z -x i /  > 0, this contradiction implies that  co{xl,  x2 , . . .  ,Xn} C 
Uin 1 M(xi). 
Next, we shall prove that  M(xo) is a compact subset of D. In fact, by conditions of Lemma 1, 
there exists a sufficiently large/3 > 0 such that  for Vy • D with Iiyl[ > /3  
inf Re (w,y -  x0) > 0. (1) 
weT(v) 
Take B -- {y c D; Ilyll -< t3}, then B is a compact subset of D. Using (1), we know that  
M(xo) C B, and therefore M(xo) is a compact subset of D. 
Finally, by the Ky  Fan theorem (see [5]), we imply that  r lxeD M(x)  7~ 0, hence there exists 
Yo c AxeD M(x) ,  i.e., Yo E M(x)  (Vx E D). It  follows that there exists {Yn} C M(x)  such that  
Yn --* Yo, i.e., there exists Wn E T(yn) such that  Re (wn, x - Ynl >- 0 (n = 1, 2 , . . .  ). Since T is 
upper semicontinuous, we have that  there exists {Wnj } C {wn} such that  Wnj --' Wo C T(yo), 
thus for each x C D, Re (w0, x - Y0) -> 0; that  is, VIP(T,  D) has a solution. I 
Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of El T : K --~ 2 E* satisfies the following condition: 
(a) there exists x0 E K such that  limyEK, ilYll~oo infw~T(y) Re (w, y - x0/ > 0. 
We denote A by the family of all finite-dimensional subspace F of E,  with F containing Xo of 
condition (a), ordered by inclusion. Denote KF  = K rl F. For each F E A, we set 
VF = {y E K,  there exists w E T(y) such that Yx  E KF, Re (w,x - y) > 0} 
and denote ~FF w the weak closure of VFo 
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LEMMA 2. Let T : K --~ 2 E• be a multivalued mapping with T(x)  a nonempty  bounded closed 
convex subset of E* for each x E K .  Suppose that T satisfies condition (a) and for each F E A, 
T : KF  --* 2 E* is upper semicontinuous from the topology o fF  to the weak topology orE*.  Then 
MFeA ~w ~£ 0. 
PROOF. For each F E A, let jF : F --* E be the inclusion map of F into E, and j~ : E* - ,  F* be 
the dual projection map of iF  from E* onto F*. Consider the operator TF = j~T jF  : KF  ~ 2 F• . 
By conditions of Lemma 2, we imply that TF is upper semicontinuous from KF to 2 F ' ,  and 
for each x E KF,  TF(X) is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of F*. It follows from 
condition (a) that 
lim ~ inf Re(w,y -xo}} = lim ~ inf Re(j*Fw, y - xo)}  
yeKF,II~ll--*oo [ weTl,"(y) yeKF,IlylI-*~ [weT(y)  
= lim ~" inf Re(w,y -xo)}  >0.  
yeKF,llylI~c<~ [weT(y) 
That is, TF satisfies all conditions of Lemma 1. By Lemma 1, there exist Y0 E KF ,  WF E TF(yo) 
such that Re(wF ,x  -- Yo) _> 0, for each x E K. Thus, there exists wo E T(yo) such that 
WF = j*FWO • It follows that Vx E KF,  Re (w0, x - Y0/ = Re ( j )wo,  x - Y0/= Re (WF, x -- Yo} >- 0; 
that is, VF ¢ 0 (VF E A). We shall show that ~FF w is a weakly compact subset of K.  Indeed, by 
condition (a), there exists a sufficiently large ~ > 0 such that 
inf Re(w,y -xo)>O,  VxEK,  Ilyll>/~. (z) 
weT(y) 
Take B = {y E K; Ilyll -< •}. It is easy to prove from (2) that VF C B. Notice that B is a bounded 
closed subset of the reflexive Banach E, hence B is weakly compact, and thus ~ C B; that is, 
V-7 w is a weakly compact subset of K.  
n Denote I = {1, 2 , . . . ,n} ,  and for each Fi E A, i E I ,  set F = {~=1 tixi; Yx~ E F~, t~ E R, 
i C I}. We have that F E A and Fi C F for each i E I ,  therefore Vk ¢ 0; that is, there exist 
y E K, w E T(y) ,  such that for all x E KF~, i E I, Re (w, x - y) >_ 0. Hence y E VF, C VF~ ~, and 
it is implied that Nin 1 VF---~, w ¢ O, i.e., {V~F }PeA satisfies the finite intersection property, and 
consequently, we obtain NFeA ~F-Fw ¢ 0. I 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of the reflexive Banach space E. 
THEOREM 1. Let  T : E ~ 2 E" be a bounded maximal monotone mapping such that D(T)  = E 
and To : K --. E* be a finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone mappifig. Assume there exists 
xo E K such that the following condition (b) is satisfied; 
(b) l imyeK, ilyll~ ~ infwEX(y ) Re (w + To(y), y - Xo) > O. 
Then VIP(T + To, K) has a solution. 
PROOF. By Proposition 8of [11], we know that T(x)  is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset 
of E* for each x E E, and T is upper semicontinuous from the topology of each finite-dimensional 
subspace of E to the weak topology on E*. For each F E A, we set 
lZF = {y E K; there exist w E T(y),  for each x E KF,  Re (w + To(y) ,x  - y) > 0}. 
It follows from condition (b) of Theorem 1 that T + To satisfies the condition (a)  Hence. by 
Lemma 2, we have that there exists y0 E ~lgeA V---F~ For each x ~ K, we can find F0 E A such 
that x, yo E Fo, i.e., x, yo E KFo. Since Y0 E 12go w, then there exists a subsequence {y~} in FFo 
such that Yn ~ YO, hence there exist Wn E T(yn) such that 
Re (w~ + To (y . ) ,  x - y~) _> 0 (a) 
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and 
Re (wn + To (y,~), Yo - Yn) >- O. (4) 
Taking wl E T(yo) and using (4), we have that Re(wn - wl,yo - Yn) +Re(wl ,YO - Yn) 
+ Re (To(yn), Yo - Y~) -> 0. By the monotonicity of T, we have that Re (wl, Yo - Y,~) + Re (To(y~), 
Yo - Y~) -> 0. Therefore 
lim Re (To (Yn) , Y~ - Yo) <- O. (5) 
The boundedness of {yn} and T implies that {wn} is bounded. Since To is T-pseudomonotone, 
it follows from (5) that To(yn) ~ To(Yo) and 
lim Re (To (y~) , Yn - Yo) = O. (6) 
Using the boundedness of {wn} and (4), (6), we know that there exist {wj} C {w,~} such that 
wj ~ w0 and lim Re (wy, yj - Yo) - 0. From Proposition 2 of [11], we have that the maximal 
monotone mapping T is generalized pseudomonotone (the definition can be seen in [11]), hence 
wo E T(yo) and 
lim Re (wj, yj - Yo) = O. (7) 
It is implied from (3), (6), (7) that there exist Y0 E K, w0 E T(y0), such that 
Re(wo+To(Yo) ,x -yo)>_O,  VxEK,  (8) 
i.e., VIP(T ÷ To, K) has a solution. | 
THEOREM 2. Let T : E --~ 2 E* be a maximal monotone mapping (not necessarily bounded) with 
D(T) ~ E and To : K ~ E* be a bounded finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping. 
Assume 0 E K and the following condition (e) holds: 
(c) limyeK, ilyll-.o~ infweT(y) Re (w + T0(y), y) > 0. 
Then VIP(T + To, K) has a solution. 
PROOF. Taking xo = 0, we know from the condition (c) that T + To satisfies the condition (a). 
For each F E A, define VF as above in Theorem 1, and similar to proof of Theorem 1, we have 
that there exists Y0 E ~FeA ~FW" For each x E K, we can find F0 E A such that x, Yo E F0, 
i.e., x, yo E KFo. Since Yo E VFo w, then there exists a subsequence {y~) in VFo such that 
Yn ~ Yo; hence there exist w~ E T(y,~) such that the inequalities (3)-(5) hold. We shall prove 
that {Wn} is bounded. Indeed, we imply by 0 E K and 0 E F that 0 E KF, and therefore 
Re (Wn + T(yn), 0 - Yn) --> 0; that is, Re (Wn, Yn) -< - Re (To(Yn), Yn)- From [10], we know that T 
is quasi-bounded, and it follows from the above inequality and the boundedness of {Yn} and To 
that {wn} is bounded. Analogous to proof of Theorem 1, we know that the inequalities (6)-(8) 
hold, i.e., VIP(T + To, K) has a solution. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let T : E -~  2 E• be a bounded maximal monotone mapping such that D(T) = E 
and To : K -~ E* is a T-pseudomonotone mapping. Assume that there exists xo E K such that 
lim inf Re(w + To(y ) ,y -  xo) = +oc. 
yeK,  I[y[[---*oo weT(y) [[y][ 
Then for each f E E*, there exist Yo E K, wo E T(yo), such that 
Re(wo+To(Yo) - f ,x -yo)>O,  VxEK.  
P~OOF. Since 
lim inf 
yCK, ilyi[~c~ wCT(y) 
Re (w ÷ To(y) - f, y - xo) 
Ilyll 
= lim inf (Re(w+T°(y) 'y -x° )  ) 
yeK,  iiYiI--*oo weT(y)  IIyll - I i f i I  = + ec, 
we set T(y)  = T(y) - f, (Vy E K), then T + To satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. By 
Theorem 1, VIP(T + To, K) has a solution. Hence, there exists w0 E T(yo) such that W = Wo - f 
and for each x E K, Re (To + To(Yo) - f, x - Yo) >- O. I 
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COROLLARY 2. Let  T : E --* 2 E* be a maximM monotone mapping (not necessarily bounded) 
with D(T) = E, To : K --~ E* be a bounded finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping 
and 0 E K.  Suppose that T + To is coercive on K,  i.e., there exists a real function C(r) on R+~ 
l imr~+oo C(r) = +oo, such that forVy E K, w E T(y), Re(w+To(y) ,y} >_ C(IlYil)JlYlI- Thenfor 
each f E E*, there exist Yo E K, wo E T(yo), such that Vx E K, Re (w0 + T0(Y0) - f ,  x - Y0} _> 0° 
PROOF. From the coerciveness of T + To, 
lim inf Re (w + T0(y), y) =+oo.  
yEK, IIvII--*oo wET(y) IlYll 
Similar to the proof of Corollary 1, we can know that  the conclusion of Corol lary 2 is fulfilled. | 
From Corollary 1, we can get easily the following two surjectivity results. 
COROLLARY 3. Let  T : E --* 2 E* be a bounded maximal monotone mapping with D(T)  = E, 
To : E --* E* be a finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping. Suppose that there exists 
xo E E such that 
lim inf Re {w + To(y), y - xo) = + oo. 
yEE,llyll~oo weT(y) IlYll 
Then T + To is surjective, that is, R (T  + To) = E*. 
COROLLARY 4. Let T : E --* 2 E* be a maximal monotone mapping (not necessarily bounded) 
with D(T) = E, To : E --* E* be a bounded finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping. 
Suppose that T ÷ To is coercive, then T ÷ To is surjective. 
THEOREM 3. Let  T : E --* 2 ~" be a maximal monotone mapping (not necessarily bounded) with 
0 c D(T),  To : E -~ E* be a quasi-bounded finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping. 
Assume that there exists xo E E such that 
Re (T0(y), y - x0) 
lim = + oo. 
Then T + To is surjective. 
PROOF. We may assume without loss of generality that  [0,0] E G(T). For Vc > 0, we consider 
the generalized Yosido approximations of T : T~ = (T -1 + c J - l )  -1, where J is the duality 
mapping defined by J (z )  = {f  E E*; ( f ,x )  = Ilxll 2 and II/11 = Ilxl[} (Vx E E).  By Proposit ion 12 
in [10], we have that  T~ : E ~ 2 E• is a bounded maximal monotone mapping and D(T~) = E. 
Let @ E T~(xo), the monotonicity of T~ implies that  Vw~ E T~(y), Re (we - @, y - x0) _> 0, and so 
lim inf 
yEE,IlYll--*oo wcET¢(y) 
Re + To(y) ,  y - 
Ilyll 
> lim 
yEE,IIyII~oo 
Re {(T0(y), y - x0} + (tb, y - x0)} 
Ilyll 
= + oo. (9) 
By Corol lary 3, we have that  R(T~ + To) = E*. 
We take f0 E X* arbitrarily, then there exist y~ E E, we E T~(y~) such that  
fo = we 4- To (y~). (10) 
From Re (we, y,} + Re (To(ye), y,) = Re (fo, Ye) and [0, 0] E G(Te), we have Re (w~, Yc) >- 0, hence 
Re(To(y, ) ,y , )  <_ Re( f0 ,y ,}  _< Ill011" IlY, II. By (9), {y~} is uniformly bounded. Hence {T0(y~)} 
is uniformly bounded by the quasi-boundedness of To, and {we} is bounded from (10). Let 
~0 > 0, then 3M > 0 such that IlY~H -< M, Ilwcll < M, IIT0(y~)lt _< M(Vc ,0  < c < c0). It is 
implied from the definition of T~ that  there exists x~ E D(T) such that  we E T(x~), and trance, 
cw~ E J(y~ - x~), that  is IlY~ - x~ll = ~llw~ll <- cM < c0M, and hence IIx~]l < (co 4- 1)M. 
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We may find a sequence of values ej --~ 0 + such that has the notation 
The sequences (yj} and {xj} converge weakly to a common limit Y0 ~ E, while wj ~ w0 and 
To(Yj) ~ To(Yo) with 
w0 + To (y0) =/o. (11) 
The equations (10), (11) yield that 
Re {(wj + To(yj) ) - (wo + To(Yo) ) , x j  - Y0} = 0. (12) 
The generalized pseudomonotonicity of T and Proposition 2 of [10] yield that lim Re (wj, 
xj -Y0) -> 0 and consequently, lira Re (To(Yj), x j  -Yo)  ~_ O. Since also To is T-pseudomonotone, 
we have that lim Re (To(y j ) ,x j  -Yo l  = O. By the equation (12), we know that lim Re(wj, 
xj  - Yo) = O. It is implied from the generalized pseudomonotonicity of T that Wo E T(yo), thus 
Wo + To(Yo) E (T + To) (Y0); that is, fo C (T ÷ To) (Y0). Hence T ÷ To is surjective. | 
REMARK 1. In Corollary 4, we answer affirmatively Browder's question (see Section 1) on the 
condition that D(T)  = E. Browder's question has already been answered affirmatively in [7] 
if there exists an injective approximation scheme for (E, E*) and T is singlevalued. If E is a 
separable and reflexive Banach space, it can be given an injective approximation scheme for 
(E, E*). There is no need for the separability hypotheses on E in Corollary 4, so our surjectivity 
results are better than the corresponding ones of Zhao [7-9]. If the condition that T ÷ To is 
coercive is turned into To being coercive, then D(T)  = E can be weakened to D(T)  ~ 0; in fact, 
that is Theorem 3. 
REMARK 2. In [12], various refinements of older results involving pseudomonotone p rturbation 
of maximal monotone operators are given. These results have as special cases various surjectivity 
results which can also be obtained via variational inequalities. 
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